Active learning in pre-class assignments: exploring the use of interactive simulations to enhance reading assignments
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Pre-class reading assignments help prepare students for active classes by providing a first exposure to the terms and concepts to be used during class. We investigate if the use of inquiry-oriented PhET-based activities in conjunction with pre-class reading assignments can improve both the preparation of students for in-class learning and student attitudes towards and engagement with pre-class assignments. Over three course modules covering different topics, students were assigned randomly to complete either a textbook-only pre-class assignment or a PhET-based activity. The assignments helped prepare students for class, as measured by performance on the pre-class quiz relative to a beginning-of-semester pretest, but no evidence for increased learning due to the PhET activity was observed. Students rated the assignments which included PhET as more enjoyable and, for the topic latest in the semester, reported spending more time on the assignments when PhET was included.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pre-class preparation positions students to get the most out of face-to-face class time [1]. This is particularly important for active learning classrooms, where students rely on their prior learning to participate in peer discussion and construct their own further understanding of key concepts. The standard approach to foster student preparedness is the assignment of pre-class reading. This is an evidence-based practice: in courses using pre-assignments coupled with quizzes, students complete the reading more consistently [2, 3], ask more—and more challenging—questions during class [3, 4], and perform better on course assessments and exams [2, 4–6]. Notably, a common thread among most studies is in the use of a relatively passive modality in pre-class assignments—textbook reading or watching videos. While it is possible that students may actively engage—by taking notes, developing questions, and making connections with the material—there is no guarantee that they are using these types of strategies. Additionally, they may have low intrinsic motivation to deeply engage, given the minimal opportunity for inquiry and exploration. As a possible solution, multimedia learning modules used for pre-lecture assignments were shown to promote learning and to improve student attitudes [7, 8]. Thus, there is a clear opportunity to use non-passive tools in the context of pre-class preparation assignments to support active engagement, inquiry, and other positive student outcomes.

Simulations offer one such tool. The PhET Interactive Simulations have been carefully designed [9] with dual goals of student engagement and learning. The results have been positive: PhETs promote learning, especially when students are exploring in a manner driven by their own questioning [10, 11]. Additionally, the nature of PhET-based assignments that promote productive engagement has been investigated. In interviews, maximal engagement was seen in the presence of minimal—but non-zero—guidance [12]. A separate in-class study provided students with either light-, moderate-, or heavy-guidance PhET-based assignments; students in the light guidance condition explored the PhET more and paid more attention to their interactions with the simulation [13]. Adams et al. found that students can learn from PhETs at home, in an unstructured environment, and that moderate, question-driven guidance may be best in this context [14].

Our goal in this work is to leverage the capacity of PhET simulations to create productive engagement and learning to help better prepare students for class. We add active learning, rather than just passive reading, to the pre-class assignments by including inquiry-oriented PhET-based activities, giving students an opportunity to explore within the constrained environment of the PhET. It is plausible that this type of hands-on exploration can promote a conceptual understanding that helps students piece together the knowledge they encounter in the textbook reading and during in-class instruction. Specifically, we investigate if the use of PhET-based activities in conjunction with pre-class reading assignments can improve both the preparation of students for in-class learning and student perceptions towards pre-class assignments.

II. METHOD

This work took place at a large research-intensive university in the Pacific Northwest. The study was conducted in a one-semester, multi-section first-year physics course for engineering students on the subject of thermodynamics and periodic motion. Each of three lecture sections for the course contained about 260 students, with a total of 779 students in the course. We report data from the 511 students who consented to be included in the study; the mean results of these students were within a few percent of the results of the whole class. Within this course, for each of three different modules (Blackbody Radiation, Masses and Springs, and Reso-
nance), we created assignments with two pieces, based on either the textbook or a PhET simulation on the same topic. The text pre-reading was a standard pre-class reading assignment, which included targeted questions that directed students to engage with specific passages, vocabulary, concepts, and figures in the book [2]. The PhET assignment directed students to interact with the relevant PhET simulation by providing a hyperlink to the PhET and prompting them to explore particular relationships within the simulation and record their observations in an open-response text box. For example, for the topic Masses and Springs, the prompt was: “Explore the relationships between the spring softness, mass, amplitude, and period of oscillation. In the space below, describe 2-3 interesting things you noticed.” In comparison to the different levels of guidance described in [13], our PhET assignments were closest to their “light guidance” condition. While textbook-based pre-reading assignments are standard in this course, and PhETs have been recommended to students in previous iterations of the course, the explicit use of the PhET assignment was novel in this course. Implementing the PhET assignment as a lightly guided activity most closely matches how PhETs have been used in this course before.

These two styles of activities—Text and PhET—engage the students differently with a topic: reading a textbook transmits knowledge whereas PhET simulations reveal knowledge through exploration of the concepts. We sought to test the hypotheses that 1) inclusion of the PhET assignment would improve student performance and engagement over a text-only pre-reading, and 2) when both PhET and text are assigned, the relative order of the two would impact student performance. Students were randomly assigned to three treatment groups: text pre-reading assignment alone; PhET activity before text pre-reading; and text pre-reading before PhET activity. The experiment was repeated over three course modules and each student group experienced each treatment once over the course of the study. To ensure the correct order of completion, students were not given access to their second part of the assignment (text or PhET) until they had completed the first.

Student performance and perspectives data were collected from these students throughout the semester. To assess baseline student understanding ("pre-test"), students completed an online 8-question multiple choice pre-test early in the semester, prior to any exposure to the study topics. The test, graded for participation, included three questions each related to Blackbody Radiation and Resonance and two questions related to Masses and Springs. Subsequently, within each module, student learning was assessed immediately following the experimental treatment, but before in-class instruction ("post-test"), and again following in-class instruction ("in-class test"). The post-test was completed as part of a normal online pre-class quiz, and consisted of the identical questions from the cognate topics in the pre-test. The in-class test was a series of 3-4 clicker questions, given in lecture 2-3 days later. Students were directed to work independently for these questions. All assessments focused on conceptual understanding. Student perspectives data were collected using an online survey (for participation grades) administered with the post-test. Students were asked 1) to self-report how much time they spent with the PhET simulation and how much time they spent reading the textbook sections, and 2) their perceived enjoyment and learning from the entire pre-class assignment. The perspectives data were collected only for the latter two modules (Masses and Springs; Resonance).

For the analysis of learning outcomes, only students who completed all performance assessments for a topic (pre-test, post-test, and in-class test) were included in the study cohort. For each student, a raw score (percent correct) was computed for each assessment, for each topic. Only students who completed all survey questions for a topic were included in the analysis of perceptions (N = 408 for Masses and Springs and N = 407 for Resonance).

### III. RESULTS: LEARNING

Over all three topics, students learned during the pre-class assignment, as measured by an increase in score from pre-test to post-test. These results are shown in Table I.

To evaluate whether or not student learning during the pre-class assignment depended on the treatment (text reading alone, PhET activity then text reading, or text reading then PhET activity), a multi-variable linear regression was used [15]. We used the following linear model,

$$\text{Post-test}_{ijk} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{Pre-test}_{ij} + \beta_2 \times \text{Topic}_j + \beta_3 \times \text{Treatment}_k + \beta_{4,jk} \times \text{Topic}_j \times \text{Treatment}_k + \epsilon_{ii},$$

where Post-test$_{ijk}$ is the post-test score of student $i$ on Topic$_j$,
Pre-test, \( i \) is the pre-test score for student \( i \) on Topic, \( j \) is a categorical variable representing the topic (Blackbody Radiation, Masses and Springs, or Resonance), Treatment, \( k \) is a categorical variable representing the treatment condition, and \( \varepsilon_1 \) is a random intercept for student \( i \) which accounts for differences in students. We include a Topic, Treatment interaction term to take into account that the different PhETs may promote learning differently.

There was no significant effect for treatment, when controlling for pre-test and topic, \( F(2, 695) = 1.1, p = .33 \), nor for the interaction between treatment and topic, \( F(2, 695) = 0.041, p = .96 \). As expected, pre-test was a highly significant predictor of learning, \( F(1, 695) = 50, p < .001, \eta^2 = .067 \), which corresponds to a medium effect size.

To evaluate whether or not the type of pre-class assignment influenced student learning in-class, we used a similar model as (1), replacing post-test with the in-class clicker test as the dependent variable. As for the post-test, no evidence for an effect of the treatment on the in-class test results was found.

IV. RESULTS: TIME ON TASK AND PERCEPTIONS

Over all treatment conditions, the students reported spending a mean time of 34.4 min (median = 30 min, SD = 29.0 min) on the textbook reading. Over the two conditions involving PhET assignments, students reported spending a mean time of 10.3 min (median = 10 min, SD = 10.7 min) on the PhET activity. For the topic Resonance, when their pre-class assignment included the PhET activity, students reported spending more time overall on the pre-class assignment (Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Overall Reported Time on task (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Masses &amp; Springs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text only</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhET then text</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text then PhET</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resonance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text only</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhET then text</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text then PhET</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time students spent engaged with the PhET activity did not seem to depend on the order of the assignments: Students did spend slightly more time on PhET if it was before the Text assignment, though not significantly, Mann-Whitney \( p = .087, r = .08 \). To investigate if more time on task with the PhET assignment promoted learning during the pre-class assignment, the model in (1) was run with PhET time on task as a predictor. No evidence for an effect of PhET time on task on learning from the pre-class assignment was found (as measured on either the post-test or in-class test).

Students reported that they enjoyed the pre-class assignments and found them beneficial to their learning. Splitting by treatment, 71% of students whose assignment included a PhET activity rated the pre-class assignment as enjoyable compared to 62% of students in the textbook-only group. Overall, 74% of students found the pre-class assignments beneficial to their learning, with no difference in perceived learning benefit across treatment groups.

Within the two PhET treatments, there is a correlation between time on task with the PhET activity and how beneficial to their learning and enjoyable students found the pre-class assignment (Table III): Students who reported the assignment as beneficial to their learning (enjoyable) spent more time with the PhET activity than students who reported the assignment as not beneficial to their learning (not enjoyable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>PhET Reported Time on task (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficial to learning</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not beneficial to learning</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyable</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enjoyable</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. DISCUSSION

From pre- to post-test, students learned during the pre-class assignments, with a pedagogically significant effect size. This indicates that the assignments were indeed successful in helping prepare students for class. Although we hypothesized that PhETs could contribute to learning during the pre-class assignments, our analysis revealed no effect on our measures of learning relative to the textbook-only assignments. It could be that, for the at-home pre-class assignment, our light guidance did not provide the scaffolding students would need to productively explore within the PhET activity. If this were the case, the Text then PhET treatment, for which reading the textbook before the PhET activity may provide extra scaffolding, may have had a better chance of providing the structure students would need for productive engagement with the PhET. However, no learning effect was seen whether students were constrained to do the PhET activity before or after the textbook reading, so it may be that, no matter the or-
der, the level of guidance was too light for this assignment. In their recent study of PhET activities in unstructured environments, Adams et al. were unable to create effective activities with light guidance [14]; it may be that more direct instruction is necessary for pre-class activities as well.

It is possible that, although the assignment was constrained, students referred to the textbook through all parts of the assignment. Then, by also having a textbook assignment, productive exploration may have been undermined or learning with the PhET may have been encapsulated [16]. Because the textbook part of the assignment is important to students’ preparation for the class—so that they have encountered basic definitions and concepts—it may be difficult to disentangle the learning specific to the PhET activity. An alternative explanation could be that the accompanying targeted reading quiz influenced student reading habits, resulting in more productive active reading [2] and learning which overshadowed any effect from the PhET. Finally, it may also be that our assessment questions, while appropriate for the topic in general, did not target the specific concepts addressed in the PhETs, or that these particular PhETs did not provide exploration opportunities at a level appropriate for this audience.

Including a PhET activity in the pre-class assignment influenced both student time on task with and perceptions of the assignments. When PhET was included, more students reported the pre-class assignments as enjoyable and as many students as the text-only condition rated them as beneficial to their learning. Additionally, when PhET was included in the Resonance topic, students reported spending 5–10 minutes longer with the assignments. This is notable, as Resonance was the most difficult of the topics and was encountered late in the semester, when competing priorities and general fatigue may have prevented students from engaging. The affective benefits of including PhET may have helped to sustain the motivation of these students.

Interestingly, the reported time spent on the PhET activity did not seem to depend on the ordering of activities. If completing the textbook reading before the PhET activity affected how students interacted with the PhET, it did not show up here. Overall, students in both PhET conditions reported spending marginally less time on the textbook part of the assignment. This is odd, because students in both the Text or Text then PhET treatment did not know if they were going to have a PhET activity, so we would expect the textbook time on task for these treatments to match. Since their perceived time on task was recorded after finishing all activities, it appears that having PhET as part of the assignment altered how students thought about the assignment as a whole.

There was an interesting correlation between time spent on the PhET and perceptions of the pre-class assignments. It could be that students who enjoyed the assignment, topic, or PhET more were pre-disposed to spend more time with the simulation, or it could be that students who spent more time with the PhET ended up enjoying the assignment more. More study is needed to understand how time on task and attitudes interact. No effect of PhET time on task on learning was observed, indicating that the extra time spent did not translate into learning gains on our measures.

VI. CONCLUSION

PhETs are not a magic bullet: They have been shown to promote learning with carefully designed activities in particular contexts. This report shows that even purposeful inclusion of PhETs in pre-class assignments does not automatically translate into learning. In the case of pre-class assignments, more study is required to see if it is possible to design supplemental PhET activities that improve student preparation beyond that from a text-only assignment. The inclusion of PhET did have an effect on both student time on task with the pre-class assignment and student perceptions of the assignments. These affective results suggest that PhETs did contribute meaningfully to these assignments. Sustaining student motivation can be a challenge, so the potential for PhETs to contribute in this domain is an important consideration.
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